(1) All the elements of A are identifiers.
In that case, p(x) is undefined.
(2) At least one element of A is a constant c. Since A is consistent, the elements of A are either identifiers or the constant c. We define P(x) to be c. could be defined to be any one of these arrays. To be precise, place a lexicographical ordering on identifiers and let P(x) be the array whose first element is the least in this ordering.
The intuition behind this definition is the following. During the rewrite process, occurrences of an identifier x will be replaced by P(x) if P(x) is defined.
There is not much point to replacing one identifier with another;
hence if all the elements in the alias-set of x are identifiers, we may as well make p(x) undefined. If A contains one or more arrays, x could be replaced by any one these arrays, because the irreducibility of p guarantees that the elements of these arrays are themselves in alias-sets. We make P(x) unique by our (fairly arbitrary) condition.
The Plotkin-style operational semantics [221 for Cid is given in Figure  2 .
Most of the clauses in this semantics are self-explanatory. Since the actual parameter e need not be a base value, a definition of the form x = e is added to the definitions in the configuration.
Properties of the Rewrite Rules
It is straightforward to prove a Church -Rosser theorem about the rewrite rules in Figure  2 . The proof reduces to showing that Cid has a one-step Church -Rosser property from which the desired theorem follows by pasting together diamonds as in proofs of the Church -Rosser theorem for lambdacalculus [3] . More precisely, we have the following development. 
Interpreter for Cid programs
Given the rules in Figure  2 and the results in Section 4.4, it is straightforward to design an interpreter for Cid programs. 
In The collection of closure operators V + V is itself a complete partial order in which the least element is the identity function. The least common solution of the system of equations is the limit of the sequence show that if p -p'; then EQ(P) = EQ(P').
We can now consider the two cases in Definition 2. In the first case, the new equations that result from the merging of the two alias-sets were already added when we performed the transitive closure of EQ( p). In the second case, the equations that result from creating the new alias-sets are present when we perform the decomposition of the arrays described in case (iii) above. Thus we generate the same set of equations.
•l We use the notation I~U(P)to mean that the resulting environment is restricted to the variables that were bound in the environment p. The reasoning for the conditional is similar. The only subtlety is that the evaluation does not proceed until the predicate has been fully reduced. This is important because if we were to evaluate both arms of the conditional in parallel before waiting for the result of the Boolean evaluation, there could be inconsistent constraints imposed on variables, and the result of the computation would be T . The next case we need to consider in detail is the case of the array. 
in (env", r").
In these expressions, the constraints are identical, except for the constraints on r' and r". In both cases, however, all that the constraints require are that the result be an array of size n with values above those prescribed in a. The new environments env' and env" will differ in that the former will have no bindings for the identifiers L1, . . . . Ln, but the operational semantics ensures that these are new identifiers; hence the environments env' and env" will agree on the variables that had been defined before the rewrite occurred.
Showing that the rewrite rules for array selection preserve meaning is straightforward.
The final case that we look at is function application. (1) 
(enu", 7-") = 4 [el] enu"r" in (enu", r"),
We need to show that as far as the constraints that affect the variables the old variables are concerned, the solutions of the equations
are identical. We need to show that all solutions of (8) and (9) above coincide with solutions of (3), (4), and (5) Inclusively and monotonicity properties of i :
(1) V<(e, p) AU'= u=v'<(e, p). (4) enu < P A enu' C env -enu' X p.
(5) enul 5 P A enuz i p g enu * enul U enuz i P.
(6) Let {enu, I i} be a chain in ENV.
Then (vi) [enuZ < PI * U,{ enu, I i} < p. (1)
giE~g'Gg*g'~E.
Let { gi \ i} be a chain in the space of closure operators on ENV. Then (Vi) (D, #, P, FL),
As before, we define t 5 op by quantifying over all variables. (1) 
